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Affirmative, encouraging, and practical, THE INFANT Book provides everything parents need to
know — while presenting this part of life as something to be celebrated, not feared. from being
pregnant superfoods and labor tips, to first examinations and breastfeeding secrets — Sharing
real-life questions and answers, suggestions for looking after and enjoying baby and toddler, and
more, The Baby Book may be the perfect guidebook for parents as they welcome and nurture
their fresh bundles of joy.
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Helpful, Useful and Fun! It makes you excited to have a baby. It gives all of the medical
information you will need as well as interesting specifics and enlightens you on various other
cultures as well.It reduces pregnancy by weeks, and I do desire is had more images of the
weekly/regular developments, but all that can be found online for free.I also like this the book
discusses diet, the changing body (how exactly to minimize stretch marks), completely labor and
raising a baby-toddler.I am an initial time mother, and between this book, the weekly app in my
telephone, my doctors and the classes my doctors present I can say that We am excited and
completely prepared for what's to come! Beautiful Publication! In the being pregnant section I
love the size comparisons and the developmental milestones. I like that all two page spread is a
standalone on one subject... it makes a great bathroom book! That is an easy read with actually
interesting cultural comparisons. Five Stars great product Five Stars Just what I was looking for
and at a great price. The order arrived quickly and in great condition. Nice shower gift Nice,
concise sections - best for new and expectant parents. Great Read Wonderful reference book!
Great General Info book I have a couple of pregnancy books today and get a small annoyed or
overwhelmed with a lot of them. Covers being pregnant and baby care and milestones through
toddler years. This book isn't only informative, and readable, but it addittionally is fun. Very
pretty book! It's a big publication but my favorite of all ones I will have.
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